
Chat recording from Zoom Meeting on 2020-12-08  

US 26/287 Dubois Wildlife-Vehicle Collision Mitigation Public Meeting 

18:42:13  From  ELEANOR GIPSON : why did they put barbed wire around Pete’s Pond, which is 

land and a meeting place for the deer? 

18:42:56  From  ELEANOR GIPSON : public land 

18:42:59  From  Paul Boedeker : A late season doe fawn hunting season may help 

18:43:33  From  Todd Bollinger : How long do these overpasses or underpasses last before 

needing significant maintenance? 

18:43:39  From  Rene Schell, WGFD  to  Brian Baker(Privately) : do you know the answer about 

the fence? 

18:44:00  From  David Frahm : Deer collar points – if one deer stays close to the road would 

reports as multiple points?  i.e. how do you get 20,000? 

18:44:20  From  Paul Boedeker : Last year we had 182 crashes. As of today we have had 151 with 

most of December left. 

18:44:48  From  Kathleen Treanor : Has it been demonstrated that existing stock passages are 

effective?  They appear to have lower ceilings and are dark.   

18:45:13  From  David Frahm : We appreciate you wanting to maintain the herd numbers - but 

how many are being killed by autos?  

18:45:34  From  Matthew Adkins : With regard to the comment of interagency coordinations. Has 

anyone coordinate with Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) for emerging technology 

development that this project would serve as vetting measure (that means free Passive IR type 

eqiupment) for a limited amount of time. 

18:49:33  From  Karen Sullivan : Lynn Stewart with DAWGS said there is fencing on the east side 

of Pete’s pond because it is private property on that side 

18:50:31  From  Jared Oakleaf : Great projects all around! Is there a fundraising campaign? Also, 

has an account been established to pool donations to these projects? 

18:50:32  From  Nick Dobric : Thanks. Is there a plan to address the increasing whitetail 

populations and have their impacts to mule deer movement behavior been evaluated? 

18:50:53  From  Chris Colligan : Does WYDOT have future highway construction projects/bridge 

replacements proposed in this area that wildlife crossings could be a part of to reduce 

mobilization/construction costs? 

18:51:27  From  Matthew Adkins : Could tolls for driving on US 26 meet the financial constraint 

18:52:58  From  Gary Lund : How long does it take to construct an overpass? 



18:53:18  From  David Frahm : Some funding should be available from auto insurance 

companies... 

18:55:03  From  David Frahm : I drove from Veo, UT to Enterprise, UT recently.  One of the things 

they have done is to paint the word DEER across the lane at the location where the collisions occur.  I 

lost count at 15+ in the roughly 25 mile drive!  Never has my attention been drawn to a deer problem by 

a ‘wildlife on road’ sign along the side of the road in WY like it was to a large lane-filling DEER painted on 

the roadway 

18:56:01  From  Steven Kilpatrick : Mitigation strategies - habitat enhancements distant  from the 

highway designed to attract deer was mentioned in the 2017 meeting but not mentioned tonight.  The 

Fish and Stark meadows attract 100's of deer.  Can we work with landowners to implement such habitat 

improvements to attract deer away from highways.       

18:58:21  From  Karen Sullivan : isn’t there funding for wildlife crossings from the sale of 

conservation license plates? 

19:02:52  From  Seth Halman : Has there been any notable increase in collisions since the speed 

limit was increased several years ago? 

19:03:59  From  Rene Schell, WGFD  to  Daryl Lutz, WGFD(Privately) : CAn you address the 

insurance copany part of the question if Randy doesnt 

19:04:26  From  Michele Burdick : Other than the bridges across the Wind River, have any 

engineers with Game and Fish or WYDOT looked at high density crossing areas that would allow for 

underpasses or overpasses.   

19:04:59  From  Michele Burdick : Oops. The one above is Michele Burdick asking 

19:05:47  From  Kathleen Treanor : If acceptable with landowner(s) at Red Rocks, would it be 

possible to install a solar watering system in addition to planting unpalatable grasses along the roadside.  

Though I haven't seen deer, I've observed bighorns crossing the road, jumping the fence along the river 

and proceeding to drinking in the river.  Lots of deer are observed about a mile east of this location.  

19:06:15  From  Paul Boedeker : We mow fence to fence in high collision areas, that seems to 

help drivers see the deer quicker 

19:07:12  From  Rene Schell, WGFD  to  Cody Beers - WYDOT(Privately) : Can you re-ask, maybe 

Daryl or Randy the question about insurance companies having monies, as we have explored this and 

get this question oftern 

19:09:52  From  Paul Boedeker : Just got word 2 deer have been hit since this meeting started 

19:10:46  From  Fire Tablet  to  Rene Schell, WGFD(Privately) : Why does it cost over $5,000 per 

deer ? 

19:11:13  From  Matthew Adkins : Given the problem across most of the Rocky Mountains, are 

the states cross coordinating strategies. In addition, would a multi-state movement gain support for 

federal grants? 



19:11:42  From  Rene Schell, WGFD  to  Cody Beers - WYDOT(Privately) : This is a Question from 

someone named Fire Tablet : Why does it cost over $5,000 per deer ? 

 

19:13:02  From  Steven Kilpatrick : Another mitigative measure mentioned in 2017, was the use 

foliage detractants - i.e. sprays - adjacent to the highway.  These detractants work best in arid 

environments similar to Dubois where it doesn't have to be reapplied due to precipitation.  This 

mitigative measure was not mentioned tonight.  Has it been considered no longer feasible. 

19:17:51  From  David Frahm : If most of the area was installed with high 'sheep-tight' fencing 

wouldn't that focus animal crossings to specific locations where the fences were more able to be 

crossed?  Some of those could be existing bridges or crossings.  There would have to be ramps for 

animals to get out of the roadway in those areas....  Finally, could we identify CWD positive deer and 

only allow them to be involved with the collisions?  JUST KIDDING:) 

19:27:22  From  Steven Kilpatrick : The detractant sprays do not kill vegetation they just make it 

unattractive - i.e. tastes bad due to pepper components..  The vegetation remains.  No erosion issue 

with them. 


